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ABSTRACT

Since 1990, Gentilly 2 Nuclear Generating Station has revised its overall strategy during upsets
and abnormal events and has also completely revised its Emergency Operating Procedures
(EOP), its abnormal General Operating Procedures (GOP) and is near completing the revision
of its Operating Manuals (OM). This strategy, these new EOPs, abnormal GOPs and the
abnormal OMs were validated on our full scale simulator when applicable by a multidisciplinary
team composed of authorized staff, technical and safety specialists and also candidates in
training for authorization. We have identified significant weaknesses in the annunciation and
display systems impairing the management of these events. To benefit from CANDU Owner's
Group (COG) expertise, we met in some occasions the CRNL's research team on CAMLS project
(CANDU Annunciation Message List System). In order to have more immediate benefits, we
chose to improve the actual annunciation and display systems using, in some cases, ideas and/or
principles used in the prototype CAMLS. After a brief history, we will present the global
approach used at Gentilly 2 for upsets and event management and, we will therefore describe in
more detail each of the improvements on annunciation and display systems which contributed to
reinforce this global approach. Hereafter are some of these improvements: prioritization via
color coding of window alarms, re-prioritization (major/minor) of all CRT alarms, coalescence
of multi-channel analog and contact CRT alarms, increase in the amount of trends and bar
charts for upset management, special alarm summary functions (contextual) for startup after a
trip. We did also identify certain needs which are not yet fulfilled with the actual improved
system. Finally we will describe some other proposed improvements to the annunciation and
display systems that we foresee in the near future.

1. INTRODUCTION

Gentilly 2 is a single unit, 675 MW CANDU nuclear generating station. It is the only reactor
owned and operated by Hydro-Quebec. Gentilly 2 has had major difficulties since startup to
qualify a sufficient number of licensed personnel (figure 1.0-1). It resulted in a lack of operating
experience return into the organization, and also a lack of continuous training. In 1990, the
Regulator (Atomic Energy Control Board, AECB) accepted to replace temporarily for Gentilly 2,
the written examination system by a simulator based special examination system. Gentilly 2
management set up a project team headed by acting Shift Supervisors to prepare for those
examinations. It was number one priority, after production.
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Gentilly 2 being a single unit station, the resources involved in development are limited. On the
other hand, the smaller station staff gives the opportunity to have a more integrated approach to
incident management. This situation has allowed to integrate the authorized staff training
organization into the revision of the emergency operating strategy. Parallel development of
training programs and emergency operating strategy and policies has improved the management
of abnormal events at Gentilly 2, mainly because the process has brought together the operating
experience of authorized staff, the technical knowledge of specialists and the positive critical
approach of candidates in training for authorization.

During 1990, 1992 and 1994 training programs, regarding our new simulator examinations, the
following: transient, incident strategy, procedures, and crew responsibilities had to be reviewed
extensively [1]. This brought into perspective the need for improvements to the annunciation
and to the human-machine interface since no significant work had been done in those areas since
commissioning in 1982 [2].

2. CONTROL ROOM TRANSIENT STRATEGY AND PERFORMANCE
EXPECTATIONS

Gentilly 2 control room crew response strategy has had a major impact on defining requirements
for improvements to the human-machine interface. In some instances, weaknesses could be
counteracted by non licensed operators. Gentilly 2 compensated the lack of authorized personnel
by implementing a formalized training program for the second operators (non licensed operators
in the control room). This helped to limit the scope of the modifications required to the human-
machine interface. Modifications were asked when either the shift supervisor, the authorized
control room first operator (first operator) or one of the three second non-licensed control room
operators (second operator) could not carry out the expectations during credible transients. High
fidelity of the full scale Gentilly 2 simulator was an important asset when carrying out the human
performance evaluation and high priority was given to achieve and maintain this simulator high
fidelity. Authorized personnel performance expectations during transients were station adapted
from OCD-ST6 [3]. These expectations cover the following fields:

(a) Monitoring
(b) Initial actions taken at the onset of a transient
(c) Diagnosis and decision making
(d) Procedure conformity
(e) Communication and team work

2.1. Improvement of EOPs, OMs and Incident Management at Gentilly 2

A complete revision of the Emergency Operating Procedures and Incident Management had to be
done to meet the generic authorized personnel expectations. Experience acquired since the
beginning of the operation of the station has shown that the following issues needed to be
addressed in the revision to guarantee a safe operation of the station in all situations:
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• Clearly define the organization of the operating team that has to be set up to manage the
incident and to guarantee efficient use of all the available resources.

• Clearly define station specific expectations and good practices for the operating staff
during abnormal situations.

• Implement continuous monitoring of important safety related parameters.
• Develop a general approach that could be used for the stabilization of the station under

any credible abnormal event situation.
• Develop a whole set of EOPs (specific and generic) which must cover all the events used

to define the overall safety envelope of the station as defined in the Safety Report, Safety
Design Matrices (Probabilistic Safety Assessment) and other analysis submitted to obtain
the Operating License.

• Provide a non ambiguous diagnosis (clear entry conditions) for each event based EOP
procedure.

• Prepare restoration procedures based on a state approach in order to provide a second
alternative to the operational crew following a failure in the application of a specific EOP
or in case the main control room becomes inoperative or uninhabitable.

• Provide a way to validate each procedure in a realistic operating environment.
• Ensure that the human-machine interface is adequate in performing the above tasks.

So, since 1990, much work has been done at Gentilly 2 to implement a rational solution to these
different issues. An equivalent work is still in progress for the revision of the Operating Manual
(OM) Abnormal Procedures, Alarm Sheet Procedures and is completed for the abnormal General
Operating Procedures (GOP). The principle is that each alarm in the control room (and in the
field) has an alarm sheet which gives the procedure to be followed if the alarm is unique and
abnormal operating procedures (combination of alarms) must have clear entry conditions from
the annunciation system and must be referred from the individual alarm sheets. Thus,
annunciation is a very fundamental key issue in the success of the procedure revision (EOP and
OM) and performance of the operating staff.

2.2. Operating Team Organization

The minimum operating staff needed in control room to manage an incident at Gentilly 2 is
composed of:

• a Shift Supervisor (SS)
• an Authorized First Operator (AFO)
• an alarm monitoring Second Operator (OP-2)
• two panel monitoring Second Operators (OP-2)

In order to manage adequately an abnormal event, the operator tasks have been defined precisely
and tested on simulator during team retraining and during initial training for authorized staff with
many different types of events. A summary of the control room organization and the operators'
tasks is presented in figure 2.2-1.
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A characteristic of this operating team organization is the greater role that Second Operators (non
authorized OP-2) now play in the management of incidents, particularly in the monitoring of
important parameters and equipments using generic hand-outs. As a result, a formal
qualification process for Second Operators (OP-2) has been implemented regarding this issue.

It is also essential to promote good communication between the operators to enhance their ability
to perform as a team. Good human interface facilitates communications during transients
keeping it to the minimum essential.

2.3. General Approach

The main objective of the general approach is to maximize the retention and the containment of
radioactive material under any circumstances and to minimize the economical consequences
when possible. The operating staff should perform the adequate actions to implement the main
safety functions:

• shut down the reactor
• contain radioactive materials
• maintain appropriate heat sink
• monitor safety function parameters

The improvement of the specific EOP diagnosis has allowed to discriminate in favor of the most
important parameters which must be monitored continuously. It resulted in the implementation
of a monitoring procedure. In this procedure, three sets of parameters are defined:

• critical safety parameters (CSP)
• main safety parameters (MSP)
• other parameters for specific EOP diagnosis

The CSPs are a small set of parameters whose status, over a determined limit, indicate a threat or
a deterioration of the integrity of the safety barriers. For all CSPs, a restoration guide has been
prepared aiming at the re-establishment of the parameters within acceptable limits or the
mitigation of the consequences.

For Gentilly 2, the CSPs are:

• reactor power
• subcooling margin at the four inlet headers
• pressure in the reactor building
• activity in the reactor building
• activity in the steam generator
• activity in the service water
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The MSPs are a greater set of parameters and they give, if maintained inside determined limits, a
sure indication that the reactor power is under control, that the fuel is adequately cooled and that
the radioactivity is correctly contained. All the CSPs are included in the MSPs. The monitoring
of MSPs aims to confirm the response of the plant and allows to re-actualize the diagnosis during
the use of a specific EOP.

Some parameters other than CPSs and MSPs, which are key elements in the diagnosis of specific
EOPs, must also be monitored continuously. For example, instrument air pressure is a major
indicator of a loss of instrument air. The monitoring of this third category of parameter helps to
anticipate deterioration of the general plant conditions. Four bar charts have been specially
created to rapidly monitor these very important parameters (CPSs, MSPs and other parameters of
specific EOP diagnosis).

Also, a more global approach has been implemented to face any abnormal situation. This
approach is made up of following major stages.

• The recognition of an abnormal situation (automatic power drop greater than 10% FP).
• The verification of the efficiency and the completion of the actions of automated systems

(safety and support safety systems) which are standard after a power transient.
• Actions in the Main Control Room (MCR) prior to evacuation if MCR becomes

inoperative or uninhabitable.
• Verification and completion of the actions of Emergency Coolant Injection (ECI), if

initiated automatically.
• Continuous monitoring of CSPs, MSPs and other parameters of specific EOP diagnosis.
• Restoration of the subcooling margin, if required.
• Diagnosis.
• Application of a specific alarm sheet procedure or specific abnormal OM procedure or

specific GOP or specific EOP.
• Authorization for resetting a shutdown system after a trip and for increasing power

The general approach is presented in a diagram at figure 2.3-1.

The verification of the efficiency and the completion of the actions of the automated systems rely
upon documented good practices and a set of generic EOPs (generic hand-outs and the generic
procedure "Automatic initiation of ECI"). The figure 2.3-2 presents the station specific
expectations and good practices following the initiation of Shutdown System # 1 (SDS1).

In the case of ECI automatic initiation, the verification and the completion of actions of this
automated system may also cover the restoration of the subcooling margin, if the deterioration of
this CSP is not due to a loss of heat sink.

The continuous monitoring of CSPs, MSPs and other parameters of specific EOP diagnosis rely
on a surveillance procedure carried out by a second operator (this does not relieve the SS and
AFO to periodically monitor their CSPs/MSPs). The continuous monitoring allows to
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reactualize the initial diagnosis, to anticipate further deterioration, to detect additional failures
and to initiate restoration procedures more rapidly. Also, this procedure gives the hierarchy and
the field of all generic and specific EOPs in order to guide the operator toward the most urgent
situation (or dominant event) following a multiple event situation.

Finally, in order to enhance the importance of CSPs and improve the continuous monitoring, a
color coding of the window alarms in the MCR has been defined. Now, the red color is used
only to indicate the initiation of a Setback, Stepback, SDS1, SDS2, ECI, Containment/Dousing,
and to indicate activity in the Steam Generators or/and in the Service Water. Essentially, the red
window alarms indicate that CSPs are challenged.

The restoration of the subcooling margin at inlet headers is covered by a generic procedure which
gives the ultimate guarantee that the fuel is adequately cooled, whereas the restoration or at least
the mitigation of activity in Service Water or in the Steam Generator are covered by specific
EOPs. These specific EOPs rely both on the use of ECI manually to preserve (assure) adequate
cooling of the fuel.

The purpose of this approach is not to reject the event based procedure approach but to fill a gap
with a more generic perspective. The recognition of a specific event and the utilization of an
event based procedure always constitute the optimal way to face an abnormal event. However,
the good practices toward the initiation of Special Safety Systems (SSS), the continuous
monitoring of important safety parameters and the restoration of subcooling margin procedures
make up a safety net to event based procedures and frame a second alternative to stabilize the
plant following any abnormal event. The general approach has the advantage of stabilizing CSPs
before attempting to recognize the event. In fact, if the operator fails to identify the event, the
whole set of specific EOPs, specific abnormal OM procedures or specific alarm sheet procedures
is quite useless.

Some parameters other than CPSs and MSPs, which are key elements in the diagnosis of specific
EOPs, must also be monitored continuously. For example, instrument air pressure is a major
indicator of a loss of instrument air. The monitoring of this third category of parameter helps to
anticipate deterioration of the general plant conditions.

As a corollary to the monitoring of the CSPs, MSPs and other parameters of specific EOP
diagnosis, the concept of monitoring the Main Turbine Parameters (MTP) was developed. The
MTPs are a greater set of turbine and Balance of Plant (BOP) parameters and they give, if
maintained inside determined limits, a sure indication that conventional risk is correctly
addressed. Examples of MTPs are turbine speed, vibrations, lubrication oil pressure, bearing
temperatures, alternator hydrogen pressure and temperatures, etc.

The monitoring of MTPs, as for the CSPs/MSPs/EOPs entry conditions, aims to confirm the
response of the plant and allows to reactualize the diagnosis during the use of alarm sheet
procedure or abnormal OM procedure or specific EOP. Three bar charts have been specially
created to rapidly mom'tor the important turbine and BOP parameters and the generic handout
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refers to the applicable alarm sheet procedure or abnormal OM procedure when predetermined
limits are exceeded.

The main advantage of this global monitoring approach is that it is redundant to the annunciation
system and instead of waiting for alarms to come, the operator goes and checks if major
parameter limits are exceeded. Should an alarm be mist, this monitoring constitutes an
independent safety net.

Furthermore, we have improved our alarm annunciation system to reinforce this global approach.
A review of the MCR window alarms has been done and the orange color has been introduced as
an intermediate indicator between the red and the white to enhance the hierarchy of the window
alarms. Hence an orange window alarm requires a quick response and it is particularly useful to
identify any additional important failure that may occur during the stabilization of the plant
following an upset.

Moreover all CRT alarms have been reassessed in the context of major/minor alarms. After an
upset (Setback, Stepback, SDS1, SDS2, turbine unloading or turbine trip) only the major alarms
appear on the CRT. All the alarms were in principle classified major except for those which
correspond to the clean mark of a Setback, a Stepback, a turbine trip, a SDS1, a
Containment/Dousing initiation and an ECI initiation. Those were made minor because they are
a result of the operation of the system and are therefore not abnormalities. Alarms from non-
Safety Related Systems (SRS) were also made minor since they will be reviewed from an alarm
summary sheet once the plant is stabilized (see below for more details).

The alarm discrimination is efficient to keep displayed on the CRT the alarms related to the
initial cause of the event and to monitor the occurrence of additional failures during the
stabilization of the plant, at a pace, acceptable to the alarm panel monitoring operator.

The number of trends and bar charts has been doubled and many of them are dedicated to
abnormal events. Hence key parameters are grouped to carry out EOPs and generic monitoring
more efficiently. Color coding of window alarms, major prioritization of CRT alarms, the eight
generic monitoring easy to use bar charts and use of handouts were major contributors to
improve communications between the second operators and the authorized personnel in the
control room keeping it to the minimum, though precise, short, simple and complete.

Once the station is stabilized, decision must be made about resetting the shutdown systems and
authorizing increase or return to power. These decisions must be taken whether or not the reactor
has poisoned out. These decisions must be made without deviating from the Operating License
and the Operating Policies and Principles (OPP). Furthermore one does not want to startup
without being aware of Safety Related Systems impairments that may force us to shutdown after
a short operating period to carryout repairs that cannot be done at power because cycling the
plant is counter-indicated for safety and economical reasons. A detailed generic Shift Supervisor
procedure was developed to standardize SS decision making. It is in fact a generic EOP handout
called from the abnormal General Operating Procedures (GOP) at the steps were these decisions
have to be made. Thus what was before an OPP administrative authorization given by the SS to
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the AFO is now supported by an SS procedure. When the cause of the shutdown is known and
cleared and no significant SRS impairments were identified from the red/orange window alarms
and major CRT alarms, there is economical incentive the return to power before xenon poison
out. To help the SS to efficiently carryout his generic authorization procedure, two special alarm
summary functions (contextual) were developed. The half hour period for red/orange versus
white window color coding prioritization criteria and the major versus minor CRT alarm
prioritization criteria were done in the context of a return to poison prevent power level. These
mode of prioritization help to discriminate alarms that are important to address while returning to
power after a transient. It should be noted that the scope of this SS handout covers not only trip
from high power but also from low power (including approach to criticality).

2.4 Validation of EOPs, Abnormal Gops, Major Abnormal Om Procedures and Major
Alarm Sheet Procedures

Validation is the demonstration that the procedure could be executed by operating staff if they
are properly trained. It should be noted that you can train people to operate at a very high level,
but the procedure should be executable by normally trained staff.

Validation is the process used to confirm that:

• there are clear entry points to the procedure, thus annunciation is adequate,
• the procedure presentation is adequate to prevent execution errors,
• the human-machine interface actions are correct,
• the procedure could be implemented with the minimum staff of operators,
• the procedure and annunciation are tolerant to additional failure, and
• that all the hand-outs could be executed by second operators (non-authorized).

A first verification/validation is done during the training program on the simulator by the
authorized shift supervisor in charge of the training and by the candidates for authorization.
Several trial runs with different leak rates, additional failures and different candidates are carried
out to validate the robustness of EOPs, Abnormal GOPs, of the major abnormal OM procedures
and of the major specific alarm sheet procedures.

A second validation is carried out on the simulator, in a teamwork approach, by at least one
operating crew where each section of the procedure is tested by the personnel who will have to
perform the job, and during a table-top review by authorized personnel not involved in the
development of the procedures.

This validation process for the procedures plus the OCD-ST6 simulator examination process [3]
has confirmed that the modifications to the annunciation and to the human-machine interface
have greatly improved the control room crew performance during transient operation.
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3 DETAILED ANNUNCIATION, HUMAN-MACHINE INTERFACE AND DCC'S
IMPROVEMENTS AT GENTILLY 2

The following is the detailed description of Gentilly 2 NGS annunciation and human-machine
interface improvements implemented to support the generic control room transient strategy and
to meet the control room staff performance expectations. Additional DCCs software
improvements at Gentilly2 are also reported.

3.1 Annunciation System

3.1.1 Window Alarm Color Coding

During normal operation all alarms are important and have to be addressed with due diligence.
During an upset, color coding facilitates implementation of a hierarchy of priorities that is
described here. The main purpose of the annunciation window is to be informed that something
new is happening. This was our governing principle for window alarms prioritization. Highest
priority for annunciation is given to the red window alarms. It is an implementation of the
«control, cool and contain» concept.

One red window alarm per channel for SDS1 and for SDS2 and two red window alarms for
reactor Stepback and Setback (one each) were implemented for «control». This concept
permitted to remove almost all red windows from SDS1 and SDS2 panels. When a shutdown
system trips, nothing is more important than to go to the panel to check its effectiveness; the
cause of the trip can be a white window since it is a source of information for diagnosis, not an
annunciation of a trip.

Seven red windows were implemented for ECI: two for ECI initiation (odd & even), three (one
per channel) for Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs) initiation and two for low pressure manual
initiation (low dousing water level and high enough water level in the reactor building sump).
This is for the «cool» concept. When ECI is initiated, it is the highest hierarchy of our
emergency operating procedure that applies (after MCR evacuation), so the entry conditions for
it are simple and clear.

Four red windows cover the «contain» concept: one for containment boxup, one for dousing
initiation, one for D2O in H2O detection in the steam generators and one for D2O in H2O
detection in the recirculated cooling water system (heavy water leak outside containment).

Any red window alarm requires immediate attention and action by the operator, though in some
cases, it may only require to initiate field action for confirmation and the leak rate might yet be
below the scope of application of an EOP.

Orange versus white window alarm selection criteria were the following:
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(a) All windows should be orange, following a transient unless addressing this window
within a time frame of less than half an hour would be counterproductive. Thus a
window that does not have to be addressed within half an hour will be white.

(b) Causes of SDS1 or SDS2 or ECI or containment are white because they are a source of
information and we do not expect the operator to pickup the alarm sheet to do actions
from such a window alarm. There is usually a more significant process alarm sheet to
pickup to do actions from.

(c) A window alarm that is a multiple contact alarm, some of which do not have to be
addressed within the first half an hour of a transient will be white given that the causes
that have to be addressed within half an hour have specific CRT alarms that are selected
major (see CRT major mode below) or the parameter is monitored from a generic hand-
out.

For instance at Gentilly 2, 34 window alarms do come in, in the first five minutes following a
clean SDS1 trip followed by a turbine trip (turbine motorization is not permitted at Gentilly 2).
The number of window alarms to review is limited following such a trip to four red window
alarms (Ch D/E/F & Stepback) and four orange window alarms (two for turbine trip, one for
HPHR and one for LPHR train isolation). The window alarm review is thus much simpler and
any other red or orange window alarm is an indication of the initial cause of the trip or is the
result of a significant additional failure that needs to be addressed or explained in the
circumstances.

3.1.2. Major/Minor Prioritization

In the original design of Gentilly 2 DCC annunciation system, there was an automatic function
allowing minor alarm suppression on the annunciation CRT's during an incident. The purpose of
that function was to reduce significantly the amount of alarms scrolling on the CRT's in order to
help the operator to diagnose the event.

Initially, the alarm priority (major/minor) were given by system engineers, according to the
importance of the alarm in regard to the system which they were responsible. Thus, during an
upset, while displaying only the major alarms on CRTs, many "major" alarms were useless for
the operator and many others, considered "minor", were missing on the CRT's. That situation
was not helping operating staff to diagnose the cause of events or to cope with additional failures
and could have lead them to make wrong decisions. So, the minor alarm suppression function
had been disabled since commissioning. All the alarms were always displayed on annunciation
CRTs allowing a tremendous amount of alarms scrolling on the CRTs during events. This
situation lasted for 12 years.

A team of an experienced shift supervisor and a senior control room second operator with large
simulator experience was setup to review major/minor alarm classification and to define priority
selection criteria. Once the criteria to CRT alarms were adopted, a complete review of A/I, C/I
and program alarms has been done to set them to their new priority. Also, many event scenarios
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has been performed on simulator facility triggering several adjustment in alarm priority choice
and leading to the final version. The final version has been presented to AECB and installed in
the control room.

Major versus minor selection criteria were the following:

(a) Major mode should facilitate diagnosis of the initial cause of a transient and diagnosis of
significant additional failures that may occur once the transient is evolving.

(b) Major mode should facilitate the work of the second operator at the annunciation panel.
Since this operator is not a licensed operator, we expect him to read aloud the alarms that
are occurring on CRTs to keep informed the first operator of new alarms while he is
performing actions on the panel (this does not relieve the first operator from
independently reviewing periodically his CRT alarms).

(c) All alarms are important and should in principle be major unless there is a good reason to
set them minor. This simple principle was our main breakthrough since 45% of the
alarms are major. This means that 1824 out of the 4167 CRT alarms are major. The
main point is that they don't come all at the same time, but if there is something
significant, the operator will be made aware of it.

(d) Alarms that are indicating correct operation of an expected automatism following a power
reduction or turbine trip are set minor. In fact they are not indicating an abnormality but
are normal in the circumstances. The confirmation of correct operation of these
automatisms is done by the second operators performing the generic handouts. These
alarms are the most noxious ones since they are flooding the CRT screen at the very
beginning a trip and the cause related alarms of the trip can most of the time only be
found on the paper printouts at the rear of the control room. For instance at Gentilly 2 in
minor mode, 152 alarms do come in the first two minutes following a clean SDS1 trip
followed by a turbine trip (turbine motorization is not permitted at Gentilly 2) and 61
alarms return to normal. In major mode five alarms are on the screen five minutes after a
clean SDS1/turbine trip. Any other alarm on CRTs are related to the cause of the trip (the
minor alarms showing the unfolding of a progressive failure are still on the screen since
they were there in minor mode before the trip and can still be seen on the screen) or they
are the result of additional failures that occurred because of the transient.

(e) Alarms known from station trip alarm printouts to frequently pass from alarm to normal
to alarm were set minor since they distract the crew from stabilizing the plant and they
increase the work load and stress of the annunciation panel second operator. If the
parameter is important, it is monitored from handouts with a larger acceptable bracket.

(f) Coalescence of alarms was extensively implemented to reduce the number of alarms on
the CRT screens (see below).
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(g) Hand-switch (HS) position were made minor to limit the number of CRT alarms during
upsets. Turning a HS whether it gives an alarm or not is not an error. Self-checking was
continually reinforce in the simulator training for authorized personnel to limit wrong HS
manipulation. Alarm summary at the end of the transient and before startup are used to
check wrong HS positioning that did not affect stabilization of the plant.

(h) Drift and irrationality alarms were made minor except if they constitute entry conditions
to important alarm sheet procedures, abnormal OM procedures or EOPs since these
alarms require investigation by maintenance personnel that can be postponed for half an
hour and it may be normal that some come in during transients.

(i) High delta-P for strainers and ion exchange columns were made minor because it is
normal that they come in under transient high process flow.

(j) Causes of SDS1 or SDS2 were made minor since they appear on the respective SDS
panels and are taken in note by the second operator monitoring the CSPs/MSPs (see
below Alarm Reset Push-button Conditioning with Incident Detection).

(k) Strategically selected limited number of reactor building (R/B) gamma monitors alarms
were set major to prevent flooding the CRTs under LOCA conditions. Service building
gamma monitors are all set major.

(1) When there are several alarms at the same set point, one of the most representative
coalesced one is set major, and all the others are minor. For example, when R/B pressure
reaches 3,5 kPa(d), only the coalesced (3 A/I) message is major and all SDS1, SDS2, ECI
and Containment C/I alarms are set minor since these alarms appear as white windows on
the panel alarms.

(m) Equipment and parameters that are monitored by the operator executing the « General
handout following containment, ECI and/or dousing initiation » are set minor to prevent
flooding the CRTs under LOCA conditions. The alarms relative to airlocks and spent
fuel penetration are major because of their importance in respect to containment integrity.

Each new alarm priority modification has to be defined by operating staff according to the
chosen criteria before implementation in the DCCs. As reviewed, the annunciation system
responds now to the original goals and allows the safety operation of the station.

To improve efficiency, A/I and C/I messages were rewritten to have their number on the screen.
When an alarm comes on the screen, the first operator can right away ask for the alarm sheet to a
second operator as he starts investigating on the panels. In less than one minute he has a
procedure in hand to help him take the right course of actions. Window alarms have been
numbered for the same purpose. Program alarms are under the process of being modified to have
the message numbers on the screen; this modification needs a re-edition of the programs, this is
why it is not yet completed.
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3.1.3. Contact And Analog Alarm Message Coalescence

In major conditions, only proper alarm messages have to be displayed on the alarm CRTs. When
ever there is multiple channel messages on CRTs, this can overwrite some other important
alarms.

The contact and analog alarm message coalescence (figure 3.1-1) eliminates this problem by
decreasing the number of alarm messages displayed on the CRTs by coalescing different
channels in only one message, all the time. The resulting message (coalesced message)
announces the channels combination in alarm and displays one alarm number. When a status
change occurs, this coalesced message is updated. If the message is already displayed on the
CRT, the existing message is updated at the same place on the CRT, without new skeleton
message emission. In that way, the operator can survey easily the status of a given coalesced
message because it stays at the same place on the CRT.

For alarm messages of opened MSSVs (number of 16), all of these alarm messages are
represented by only one coalesced message which displays on the CRTs the number of opened
valves. Also, for SDS1 and SDS2 alarm messages, the color of the message changes from red to
white when more than one channel is in alarm. The white color was chosen because of its high
contrast with the black CRT background to identify an unexpected power reduction (SDS1,
SDS2, stepback and setback events).

The implementation of contact and analog alarm message coalescence is easy because it demands
small modifications of the analog alarm scan program (AAS) and contact alarm scan program
(CAS). Because contact and analog alarm message coalescence is based on the resulting files of
AAS and CAS, there is no duplicated logic or coding. Also, many integrated facilities allow fast
and easy maintenance by technical team.

Advantages of contact and analog alarm message coalescence are:

• decrease in the number of alarm messages displayed;
• decrease of the searching time for information on the CRTs;
• emphasis of operators attention on most important alarm messages;
• better survey of alarm messages by operators;
• easy implementation;
• integrated diagnosis tools for updates.

3.1.4 Alarm Reset Push-button Conditioning with Incident Detection

When an incident occurs, there is a certain amount of alarms displayed on the annunciation
panels and CRTs, some of them return to normal, others continue to come in. The second
operator at the annunciation panel has a natural tendency to clear the alarms to be able to follow
the occurrence of new alarms and report them to the authorized personnel. However there are
instances where the alarm which indicates the cause of the trip may return to normal immediately
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after action of automatisms thus, clearing them, jeopardizes diagnosis by the authorized staff.
An example is a log rate trip.

To eliminate this problem, a modification has been done and implemented to override the erase
button action if an incident has been detected. A new lighted push button has been added.

Now, a pre-defined event logic detection triggers a numerical output of the DCC to latch external
relay logic. This logic overrides the erase push button and lights the new added push button light
to tell the alarm monitoring second operator that the alarm reset button is disabled. He will
simply have to push the new added button to enable the alarm reset button after authorization by
the first operator. The AFO will give his authorization after he and the SS have reviewed the
alarms to make the proper diagnosis of the event and after the second operator monitoring
CSPs/MSPs has taken all the SDS window alarms in note in his handout which will be of utmost
importance in the decision of resetting the SDS(s) that tripped and for authorizing return to
power (see below SS handout). If a new incident is detected, the alarm reset button will be
disabled again. For example, if a setback is detected, the alarm reset button will be disabled.
The second operator will enable it after authorization and after a while, if another event is
detected, it will disable the alarm reset button again and so on.

Briefly, the conditions disabling the alarm reset push button are:

• setback;
• stepback;
• SDS1;
• SDS2;
• atmospheric and condenser steam discharge valves open in interruption control mode;
• loss of class IV electrical power;
• turbo-alternator speed error > 1%;
• turbine trip;
• loss of grid.

3.1.5 Special Alarm Summaries (Contextual)

The latest implemented EOP handout is the SS «Authorization procedure for SDS resetting and
for power increase)). One important and time consuming step was to complete a full alarm
summary review from a DCC printout and to ask a second operator to look for expected alarms
that were missing from a check list. This is important to prevent Operation Policies and
Principles (OPP) violation. Resetting a SDS and increasing power can violate several OPP
articles since a large number of systems have changed state following a transient and SRS's
availability has to be confirmed, taking into account systems that changed state. It should be
noted that missing alarms review is as important as present alarm review since it might indicate
unavailability of a protective feature which needs correction before resetting a SDS or before
increasing power. For example a missing SDS1 or SDS2 inhibition parameter alarm, requires
opening (or leave tripped) the faulty channel. At Gentilly 2 after a clean SDS 1/turbine trip
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(motorization is not permitted), 15 minutes after the trip, a summary alarm review consists of
120 alarms to analyze and of 69 alarms to check for their presence. For safety and economical
reasons there is high incentive to automate this process. Two special alarm summary review
have been developed and implemented, one after a SDS trip and one after a power reduction.
There is also facility to add other contextual alarm summaries as required by Operations. Now
after a clean SDSl trip, a summary alarm review consists of 25 alarms to review and any missing
alarm will be printed on the summary sheet; so no alarm is listed on that missing summary sheet
when there is no missing alarm that may affect startup. The power reduction summary alarm
was made in the context of a power reduction to low power (neutronic <1%FP). Thus after a
clean stepback/turbine trip, a summary alarm review consists of 17 alarms to review and any
missing alarm will be printed on the summary sheet, so there is no alarm listed there when no
additional failure occurred that may affect startup. If the power reduction is at an intermediate
power level, there will be some alarms that will appear in the missing alarm listing (such as SDS
inhibition parameter alarms that did not come because power is not low enough), but there is
more time to analyze and conclude that the situation is normal before xenon poison-out.

Figure 3.1-2 shows how the Special Alarm Summary program (SAS) is integrated to the actual
DCC annunciation system. Figure 3.1-3 is a copy of the menu interface following a demand.
The function display the number of abnormalities that were detected while the complete list of
these messages are printed.

SAS provides also a useful maintenance facility to know which alarm messages is eliminated or
announced-if-missing for each section of the special alarm summary. SAS may print all
eliminated alarm messages and all announced-if-missing alarm messages associated to a given
summary by a simple command.

Advantages of SAS facility are:

• Provide fast event analysis;
• Provide possibility to know which important alarm message is missing (impossible to

access to that information directly by existing facilities);
• Eliminate some human distractions on long and hard summary analysis;
• Provide statistics directly on the CRT on the content of the special alarm summary;
• Avoid long shutdown and economic losses due to reactor poisoning, because the analysis

time was too long.

3.1.6 Historical Alarm Page Display & Print out Facility

During the commissioning of Gentilly 2, alarm pages were only printed on paper without any
alarm page backup. Thus, if the paper was tear up or lost, there was no way to recover the
information contained on that paper. In some cases, that information could be very important to
diagnose events.
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The project of historical alarm page display and printout facility came to fill up this gap. An
interface has been designed to allow alarm information access on demand. Now, it is possible to
display and/or to print any page of these 25 pages contained in the BMU wrap around buffer of
historical alarm pages.

Advantages of historical alarm page display and printout facility are:

• No loss of information;
• Possibility to consult desired information;
• Guaranteed access to information by few facilities (CRT display and/or printed copy);
• Fast access to desired information;
• Improved event analysis tools.

3.2 Human-Machine Interface System

3.2.1 Calling Function Menu Interface

The calling function menu interface is built to eliminate memorization of too many calling
function sequences by operators; to group functions by general to more specific subjects; and to
give an easier system survey.

The menu interface is called by the operator by a push button on a display keyboard. The first
page of the menu is then displayed. The operator can, as desired, go up and down in menu
levels, whatever the first menu displayed. In the same way, the operator has the possibility to
display next page menu or previous page of the menu if they exist. Thus, the display of adjacent
page is done by pressing only one push button. The display of a given page may be command by
entering the number of an option included in the desired menu page. The operator may also enter
two parameters in the same sequence for quick access to a function. To select an option, the
operator has only to enter one of the displayed option numbers to initiate the execution of that
function.

The menu structure definition (ex.: figure 3.2-1), and menu option specifications, are all
contained in a menu table. This table, which is apart of the program, can be easily modified to
define desired menu structure.

The menu linkage give the possibility to add a menu page at a given menu or to add a new menu
without modification to the calling function menu interface program. Also, the addition of new
menus is made easy. A menu option can represent a lower level menu or a function. Each menu
may be acceded by a push button, where ever the menu is in the menu structure.

Also, system maintenance is simplify by the addition of indicators on the CRT like displayed
menu number and option menu numbers. The title of trends and bar charts is updated
automatically when an operator do some changes to trend and bar chart titles.
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In the plan of executive program (EXEC review), the use of the menu interface logic freed large
space of core memory (0600 words freed). Thus, the associating table between push buttons and
functions, located in core memory, has been located in auxiliary memory (BMU). EXEC
program calls now menu interface to initiate a function, except for instant response function push
buttons and the calling function push button. This last function, part of the KBNTD program,
uses the same associating tables than menu interface. Thus, it gives two ways to initiate the
execution of a function, allowing an easy maintenance for these programs.

Advantages of the calling function menu interface are:

• Immediate access to any menu in the structure by a display keyboard push button;
• Elimination of heavy sequence memorization by operators;
• Easy way to go up and down in menu structure;
• Automatic update of trend and bar chart titles;
• Decrease used core memory (0600 words freed);
• Easy linkage of menus;
• Menu structure can be totally shaped as desired;
• Fast menu modification.

3.2.2 Increase of the Amount of Trends and Bar Charts

Operating staff asked for an increase of the amount of trends (64) and bar charts (64) to help
them monitor the plant in different situations because there was not enough trends and bar charts
available. The software allowing to modify specification, or to display trends and bar charts has
been modify to double the amount of trends and bar charts. New specification tables has been
added on the MBU for that purpose. This expansion allowed to define new trends and bar charts
called from EOPs and GOPs.

Advantages of the increase of the amount of trends and bar charts are:

• better system monitoring;
• easier and faster execution of EOPs and GOPs;
• appropriate scale and data sampling for incident management
• variety of information amalgamations and displays.

3.3 Data Acquisition System

3.3.1 Fast Data Collection

This system allows recording of 16 variables for a sample period which may vary from 100
milliseconds to one second. The date is saved in a wrap around buffer of 39 minutes capacity for
a one second sample period. This data may be displayed on trends, printed and/or transmitted by
a serial data link of our computer network. The recording of data stops automatically when an
incident is detected by the data collection on incident system. It allows backup of certain amount
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of data when an incident occurred with a resolution of 100 milliseconds. The time period where
this data is saved begins 1,5 minutes before the incident and stops 2,5 minutes after the incident.

During the transmission data process, graphics are made and send automatically to the laser
printer located in the computer room.

3.3.2 Automatic Data Collection On Incident

This system allows recording of 64 variables per computer for a sample period of one second and
more. The data is saved in a wrap around buffer located in bulk memory unit (BMU). This
buffer has a 12 minutes capacity for a one second sample period.

This system may be used for data recording during testing time or, it may be used in incident
detection mode. In the last case, incident detection starts an automatic stop process which allows
to modify the sample period during incident. This give us the possibility to collect data for a 2
seconds sample period from 5 minutes before the incident up to 5 minutes after the incident.
Then, the sample period is changed to larger time step, allowing the data collection to extend
over one hour following the incident detection.

The data collected may be transmitted by a serial link to a data server of our computer network.
During the transmission data process, graphics are made and sent automatically to the laser
printer located in the computer room. This allow a faster event analysis.

3.3.3 Continuous Data Collection With A Serial Link

This system permits recording and transmitting on the serial link with a maximum of 320
variables per computer at a sample period of 10 seconds or more. These 320 variables are split
into five data collection processes of 64 variables each. Each data collection process may have a
different sample period. A human interface permits to specify the title, variables and the sample
period of each data collection process. Each of these data collection can be turned on/off all
together or separately.

This system permits also asynchronous transmission of alarm pages from the 25 pages buffer
located in the bulk memory unit (BMU).

The 640 variables and alarm pages who came from the Digital Control Computers (DCC's) are
transmitted to the data server of our computer network.

3.3.4 Operation Data Transmission System (STDE)

We have recently completed the implementation of a new data transmission system which
permits to us to transmit all parameters from DCCs (All's, C/I's, D/I's, D/O's, DTAB's and some
core memory addresses) at a 5 seconds sample period, to the data server of our computer
network. STDE is used by our technical staff for systems and equipment's surveillance.
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This system permits also the daily backup of the bulk memory unit (BMU) and the main
memory. These backups are used in our DCC software configuration control process. Also, the
local backup in the communication link computer will allow us to make a fast analysis of the
bulk memory unit (BMU) when a computer breakdown may affect its data. Thus, we will
decrease the unavailability time of the DCC's.

The figure 3.4-1 shows the overall configuration of this system. The data server LCSD1 located
on a local isolated LAN has been design to allow the development of new PC based applications
in the control room, (see chapter 4.3.)

3.3.5 Off-line Annunciation Feature

Gentilly 2's HDS system called STDE includes a special feature very much prized by our
technical staff: an annunciation module computing the statistics of occurrence of alarms and
messages printed out on the control room printers. This annunciation statistics module provides,
for every single alarm point or message encountered (several thousands for a 600 MW reactor),
its rate of occurrence for the current day, the day before, the last 30 days, the last 365 days and a
yearly average since June 1993 (the start date of the data base). A roll down menu automatically
updated every time a new page is received, displays the information for a subset of the alarm
points. The System Responsible Engineer (SRE) can scroll rapidly through his or her system
related alarms and instantly learn about the health of the system. Also these occurrences are
processed as any other variables, so one can plot the trend of occurrences of any specific alarm
point in time and see if it degrading or not. The module has been built on top of a product called
PARSER developed by COG within the project CAMLS (Candu Annunciation Message List).
PARSER being the module which parses the message pages into a data base of messages.

3.4 DCC's Executive System Enhancement

3.4.1 Overlay Expansion

The capacity of the overlay has been increased by 01000 words by moving the starting address
from 030000 to 027000, providing a potential of 011000 contiguous words for the execution of
slow programs. The new starting address is optional and is specified by setting bit 15 of the
program length word in the executive disc information table. Thus, this modification, while
allowing the addition of new functionalities to already tied up control and other programs, didn't
impose any change to any program to fit the new starting overlay address. Any old program can
continue being loaded at 030000 as before.

3.4.2 Core Memory Savings By The Use Of Menu Program

Keyboard button assignment tables, where moved from core memory to bulk memory unit
(BMU), freeing about 0600 words of core memory. A menu manager demand program named
MAF is called by the executive to serve the push buttons, except for the instant response
functions which are still handled by the keyboard driver itself. MAF then call whichever demand
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program is needed to respond to the function button pushed. There is no apparent delay for the
operator, compared to the previous way of driving the keyboards.

3.4.3 Core Memory Savings By Splitting The Printer Page Buffer

A modification to the printer driver allows the printer page buffer to shrink from 05000 to less
than 01000, freeing about 04000 words in core memory. Page outflow is apparently not changed
and transfers to the other DCC is smooth and flawless.

3.4.4 New Keyboard On First Operator Desk

In answer to Operation's need, an additional function keyboard has been implemented on the
Control Room Operator's (CRO) desk. The same keyboard is used to select and to control the
display on two new RAMTEK channels (channels 6 and 7). This keyboard allows access to
DCCX only, because no interrupt was available on DCCY, these interrupts being dedicated to the
fuel handling machine CRT's (channels 16 and 17).

3.4.5 Coefficient Table Expansion

The conversion coefficient's table has been expanded in answer to the lack of space for new
equations and to allow the expansion of All's and DTAB's. A/I's from 0300 to 0477 have been
added as well as addresses 0500 to 0677 for DTAB's. Before the modification, there was a
possibility for up to 0400 different equations for mixed A/I's and DTAB's. Now, the new table
manages separately A/I's and DTAB's, and allows up to 0400 equations and 0100 equations
respectively.

3.4.6 Gateway Driver

One of the motivations to free core memory was to implement a driver for the on-line Parallel
Data Link Controller (PDLC) to send a full set of data (analog and digital), every 5 seconds,
from de DCC's to a LAN server. This topic is covered in section 3.3.4.

3.4.7 Extended BMU Addressing

The Bulk Memory Unit (BMU) driver has been modified to allow addressing up to its full
memory capacity (32Mb). An additional word is passed to the driver to specify a track offset to
which the usual address offset is added to calculate the real starting address. Like overlay
expansion, programs which are not yet using this feature can still address the BMU normally
without any patches. A bit has to be set in the first word of the data block to indicate to the
driver the use of the extended addressing.
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3.4.8 More Patching Space For Fast Programs

Freeing space in the core memory has allowed to assign more patching space for RRF, Stepback
and fuel handling drivers and control loops; programs which suffered lack of space to implement
long awaited modifications.

3.4.9 Multiple Crunch Buffer

CRUNCH is a buffer which is filled with the contents of the core memory whenever a computer
restart occurs. Most of the time a second restart, due to a watchdog time out, would overwrite
the buffer, deleting any trace which might have led to diagnose the root cause of the first restart.
A modification allows writing up to four separate CRUNCH buffers before overwriting the first
one.

3.4.10 Solution To A Dual DCC Failure Design Problem

In November 1995 we had an outage due to a dual DCC's stall which has been caused by a
design faults in the RAMTEK displays system. In May 1996 we have implemented a
modification in the executive system to solve this problem in combination with a minor hardware
modification. A technical report has been produced to fully document the design problem
analysis and the proposed solution.

4. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

4.1 Annunciation System

4.1.1 Conditioning of Electrical Alarms

The loss of power supply on distributing busses generates large amount of alarm messages which
still floods the annunciation panels and CRTs. The object of this project is to analyze
consequences of a loss of power supply for different distributing busses. Thus, it will define
which of the alarms will be conditioned by the loss of power supply for each distributing bus.
After that, AAS and CAS programs should be reviewed to allow more conditioned alarms.

4.1.2 Improvement Of The Historical Alarm Page Facility

This function which permits to display and print up to 25 historical alarm pages could be
improved to add some other facilities. One of these could be the display and printout of certain
predefined categories of alarms according to their sequence of occurrence. This new option
could be useful to improve the decision process for authorizing return to power.
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4.2 Human Machine Interface

4.2.1 Addition of a chain Option In Menu Program

The actual menu interface version allows access to all functions. But, to have access to another
function, the menu interface has to be called again. During the execution of event procedures or
incident procedures, it would be desirable to allow access to a function sequence (trends, bar
charts and status displays) by a single touch of a push button function like "forward" or
"backward".

By the modification of the menu interface program MAG (MENU function) and function
programs themselves (trends, bar charts and status displays), it will be possible to initiate display
of a menu in "chained" mode, allowing efficient monitoring of a set of parameters.

4.2.2 Trend display of Historical Data Saved on Incident Detection

The actual trend system allows to the Operating staff to display process parameters in one
graphical trend on different time scales (2 sec, 6 sec, 10 sec and more). The 2 seconds time scale
is especially used for the monitoring of the critical parameters. But, this time scale saves a
maximum of 6 minutes of historical data. Thus, 6 minutes after the beginning of an incident, the
operating staff begins to loose information which preceded the incident.

The considered modification consists to preserve a second copy of short-term historical data (2
sec, 6 sec, 10 sec) by HDS program. When an incident is detected, the update of the second copy
will automatically stop few minutes later. The operating staff will be able to see incident historic
by the same trend system. After the display of a trend, the operator will just compose a simple
sequence of push buttons to see the incident historic on the same trend display.

The needed modification to see incident historic will not be major, because it will take advantage
of the extended BMU addressing which has been developed at Gentilly 2 Station. Only a track
offset will be modified to access incident historic by the same trend system.

4.2.3 New Status Displays

The status displays offer a good overall view of systems which are represented. These figures
are particularly useful to make a diagnosis and to confirm actions taken by the operating staff.
For example, we intend to develop one or few status displays to allow a better monitoring of the
secondary circuit. Also, some status displays, like Reactor Regulating System (RRS) status
display, will be modified to make them more ergonomic.

4.3 PC Based Operator Help System

Even if some more improvement can still be done in the Digital Control Computers, we foresee
the need for new applications that will require a higher computer capacity and the access to
SDS1/SDS2 input signals. Figure 4.3-1 shows a system configuration which is taking advantage
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of the availability of the data in a server (LCSD1) located in the control room LAN. A
processing server (LCSA1) would run the new applications and get the data from LCSD1 using a
Client/Server approach.

Two of these applications (FLR and STCPC) are used on a PC in the control room, but are
getting their data by the public network from a computer located in the technical support
building. The new system configuration will secure these applications by locating them in a
dedicated and configuration controlled computer. Furthermore, there input data will come
directly from the data server LCSD1 located in the control room's protected LAN. The following
is a short description of these actual and foreseen applications.

4.3.1 High Precision Flux Mapping (FLR)

This application bas been made available to the operators in order to give them a fast and
accurate estimate of the maximum bundle power and the maximum channel power. This
function is particularly helpful during a fast reactor startup in order to permit the increase of the
reactor power rapidly and safely to full power.

FLR uses the bundle power to flux ratios calculated by the off-line code HQSIMEX which are
transferred to the PC of the operator by the physicist of the station every 2 to 3 days. These
ratios, used to estimate the local power ripples, are combined to the mapped fluxes with the
modal amplitudes that are computed from the 102 Vanadium detectors by the on-line flux
mapping program (FLX). These modal amplitudes are obtained by a data transmission command
in the DCC.

4.3.2 Tool For Fuel Channel Blockage Verification (STCPC)

Flow blockage verification is performed at various reactor power levels during startup after an
outage. This verification is done using 380 channels outlet temperature. A thorough verification
is done using the STCPC application available to the control room operator (CRO); suspicious
channels are readily identified by this software. Channels outlet temperatures used as input to
the program are obtained by a data transmission command in the DCC.

4.3.3 Aid for Diagnosis

This function would confirm or suggest to the operator which EOP or abnormal OM procedures
should be executed based on input conditions (presence of alarms and trends of parameters). All
these conditions are well defined in the new version of the operating procedures. All the data
required would be available in LCSD1.

4.3.4 System to Support Upset Recovery Actions

Considering the importance of the decision of resetting the SDS(s) that tripped and for
authorizing return to power, we consider the design of more powerful functions in a PC based
Operator Help System. These functions would have the following goals:
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• Establish the sequence of alarms of the tripping parameters of the Shutdown and
Regulating Systems;

• Do more parameter checks, using the DCC's and SSS's analog signals available in the
data server LCSD1;

• Automatic verification of parameters that are presently verified by the first operator on
the control room panels.

These functions would contribute to improve the decision process for authorizing the return to
power giving benefits to safety and economic aspects.

5. CONCLUSION

Since 1990 Gentilly 2 underwent a major revision of the following: Emergency Operating
Procedures (EOP, completed), abnormal General Operating Procedures (GOP, completed) and
also its Operating Manuals (OM, 77% completed). The EOPs, abnormal GOPs and major
abnormal OM procedures (including major alarm sheets) were simulator validated to ensure their
usability by the control room team. Emergency crew response, role and responsibilities,
expectations and good practices had to be formalized after ten years of operation. This led to a
major upgrading of the human-machine interface to support applicability of these procedures
(diagnosis and execution) and good practices (simplicity and effectiveness). In order to have
more immediate benefits, we chose to improve the actual annunciation and display systems
using, in some cases, ideas and/or principles used in the prototype CAMLS. The integration of
these activities finally resulted in a high success rate of the candidates at the AECB simulator
examinations for the 1990-1994 period (100%). Modifications to the human-machine interface
implemented during that period was a major contributor to this high success rate. These
modifications were well received among already authorized personnel because they were
naturally improving their performance on the simulator during retraining, they were consistent
with practices and culture developed since startup and such implementation was done to limit
major modifications to their environment. These human-machine interface modifications were
done through the existing annunciation and station computers which ensured that they were to
the same quality assurance standards as Safety Related Systems.
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training and the AECB simulator based examination for shift supervisor and control room
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ABBREVIATIONS:

A/I Analog input
AAS Analog Alarm Scan program
AECB Atomic Energy control Board (Regulator)
AFO Authorized First Operator
BOP Balance of plant
C/I Contact input
CAMLS CANDU Annunciation Message List System
CANDU Canada Deuterium Uranium
CAS Contact Alarm Scan program
Ch Channel
CRNL Chalk River National Laboratory
CRT Cathode ray tube annunciation monitor (driven by DCCs)
CSP Critical Safety Parameter
DCC Digital Control Computer
ECI Emergency Coolant Injection
EOP Emergency Operating Procedure
GOP General Operating Procedure (PGE)
HPHR High Pressure Heater Heat Exchanger
HS Hand-switch
LOCA Loss of coolant accident
LPHR Low Pressure Heater Heat Exchanger
MSP Main Safety Parameter
MTP Main Turbine Parameter (includes main BOP parameters)
OM Operating Manual
OP-2 Second Operator (non licensed operators in the control room).
SDS1 Shutdown System number 1
SDS2 Shutdown System number 2
SRS Safety Related System
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Figure 2.2-1: Control Room Staff Set-up During Abnormal Events
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Figure 2.3-1 Operating Response Strategy to Abnormal Event
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Figure 2.3-2 Station Specific Expectations and Good Practices
Following the Initiation of a SDS1 Trip

(Authorized First Operator)

2/3 RED WINDOW ALARMS ON SDS1 PANEL (Entry condition)

* - CONFIRM REACTOR POWER < 1 % F.P.

* - CONFIRM SDS1 EFFICIENCY (AT LEAST 26 SORs IN CORE)

- ASK ALARM MONITORING SECOND OPERATOR TO CALL SHIFT CREW IN
CONTROL ROOM

- ASK SECOND OPERATOR #1 TO TRIP THE TURBINE AND TO EXECUTE
THE GENERIC HAND-OUT ON TURBINE AND BOP (3 BAR CHARTS)

- ASK SECOND OPERATOR #2 TO EXECUTE THE GENERIC HAND-OUT TO
MONITOR CSPs, MSPs, AND OTHER PARAMETERS OF SPECIFIC EOP
DIAGNOSIS (4 BAR CHARTS)

* - CHECK CSPs AND MSPs (2 BAR CHARTS)

* - CHECK IF ANY OTHER RED WINDOW ALARMS (EXCEPT
SETBACK/STEPBACK)

* - CHECK ORANGE WINDOW ALARMS AND MAJOR CRT ALARMS

* - PERFORM DIAGNOSIS
- ALLOW RESETTING OF ALARMS
- EXECUTE APPROPRIATE PROCEDURE

* Independently done by the Shift Supervisor
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SPECIAL RLRRM SUMMRRIES

0 RLL SUMMRRIES
1 RFTER SDS#1 TRIP
2 RFTER RERCTOR POWER REDUCTION
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DRTE/HR 12 SEP 1996 11:40:27
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(OR : INDEX/12345 FOR SPECIFICftTIONS)
G02 0029

Figure 3.1-3 SPECIAL ALARM SUMMARIES INTERFACE
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£ * * x CRLLING FUNCTION MENU m
ttVt

MRIN MENU
# TITLE

000 CRLLING FUNCTION
001 TRENDS BY NO EH1263
002 BRR CHRRTS BY NO [H127]
003 STRTUS DISPLRYS [11891]
004 CONTROL PGM SETPOINTS [11903]
005 VRLVES MRNURL SETPOINTS [M994]
006 RNNUNCIRTION FUNCTIONS [M0053
007 COMPUTER FUNCTIONS «]
008 DRTR COLLECTION [M897]
009 XENON,FLU,STC EM808]
010 TRENDS BY SYSTEM [M089]
0 1 1 BRR CHRRTS BY SYSTEM [HUB]

E N T E R : #
OR: # / FUNCTION

G02 0 0 1 9

Figure 3.2-2 MAF - MAIN MENU
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